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Abstract 

A COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS methodology has been used to perform an extensive 

thermodynamic evaluation of potential application of ionic liquids (ILs) to absorption 

refrigeration cycles. By applying this a priori methodology, 7200 systems, formed by 900 

ILs and 8 refrigerants, representative of available commercial/cation and refrigerant, were 

evaluated, which would be otherwise unviable due to the lack of experimental data. 

Firstly, COSMO-RS analysis was carried out for the preliminary selection of suitable ILs 

as absorbents for each refrigerant, by means of predicted values of Henry’s Law constants 

of refrigerants in ILs. Selected ILs were then introduced in Aspen HYSYS simulator 

database by using the molecular information by COSMO-RS method. The reliability of 

COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS calculations was successfully validated by comparison to 

available experimental data (>2700 points) of pure and mixture properties of absorbent-

refrigerant systems. Then, the performance of selected ILs (and other proposed in the 

bibliography) in absorption refrigeration cycles was evaluated by process simulations 

(>230 refrigerant/IL pairs studied at 60 different operating conditions) using COSMO-

based/Aspen HYSYS methodology. Cycle efficiency was analyzed in terms of the 

coefficient of performance (COP), solution circulation ratio (f ratio) and the total mass 

flow pumped from the absorber to the generator, a new parameter proposed to compare 

the results obtained with different refrigerants. COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS 

methodology allowed the selection of adequate refrigerant-absorbent pairs (refrigerant 

with high cooling capacities and IL with absorption capacity) competitive to conventional 

systems as H2O/LiBr or NH3/H2O. Furthermore, the analysis of operating condition 

effects by COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS methodology allows selecting refrigerant/IL 
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pairs with maximum efficiency in the cycle for a fixed cooling temperature, revealing 

additional advantage of the applications of IL in absorption refrigeration technologies. 

 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, cooling systems are an essential technology in the domestic and industrial 

sectors, such as food preservation, air conditioning, air separation, natural gas 

liquefaction, ice production, etc. [1]. The two most common refrigeration systems used 

in domestic and industrial applications are compression and absorption refrigeration 

systems. In compression cycles, an electrical compressor is used to increase the pressure 

of the refrigerant. In contrast, in absorption refrigeration systems, the refrigerant is 

absorbed into another fluid (absorbent) and pumped to the condenser pressure [2]. In the 

generator (Figure 1), a heating source provides the energy required to vaporize the 

refrigerant. Because of this, the main energy consumption of an absorption cycle is 

cheaper than the electric power used in compression cycles. In absorption refrigeration, 

the use of thermal energy to generate the refrigerant vapor allows the use of residual 

energy (e.g., combustion gases, low quality steam, etc.) and renewable energy (solar, 

geothermal) [3, 4]. For this reason, absorption refrigeration cycles are becoming an 

attractive alternative to compression cycles. 

Regarding the fluids involved in absorption refrigeration system, the refrigerant 

selection is crucial because it determines the operating conditions and cycle performance. 

[5, 6]. Water is a good refrigerant because it presents high enthalpy of vaporization and 

low molar mass, consequently water presents high cooling capacity per mass unit of 

refrigerant. Water is a nontoxic, nonflammable compound; however, it has a high triple 

point temperature (0°C) and the requirement to operate at pressures below atmospheric 

due to its low vapor pressure are the main disadvantages of using water as refrigerant [5]. 

Absorption refrigeration cycles using H2O as refrigerant and LiBr as absorbent present 

high performance, due to the high solubility of H2O in the LiBr mixture and the high-

water mass cooling capacity (high vaporization enthalpy). The main disadvantages of 

H2O-LiBr systems are the crystallization of the mixture in the rich-absorbent solution at 

low temperatures, the low-pressure of the system and the impossibility to work at 

temperatures below 0 °C. As alternative refrigerant/absorbent pair, NH3/H2O system can 

work at temperatures below 0 °C. In fact, NH3/H2O absorption system is used in 

refrigeration applications at -77°C and NH3 as refrigerant allows working at pressures 
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near 4-20 bar [7]. The main problem with this mixture is the small difference in volatility 

between the compounds, which may imply the use of a rectifier to prevent the presence 

of absorbent into the evaporator [8]. Other compounds evaluated as refrigerant in 

absorption cycles are alcohols with short alkyl chains (methanol, ethanol) and 

fluoroalcohols, which work at low pressures. Examples of fluoroalcohols used as 

refrigerants are 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE), 2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropronanol and 

hexafluoroisopropanol, which are non-corrosive and non-combustible and have 

appropriate thermal characteristics [6]. On the other hand, hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) 

are widely used in compression refrigeration systems since they have good technical 

properties allowing moderate operating pressures but these compounds contribute to 

global warming. The selection of the refrigerant can also influence the required operations 

involved the refrigeration cycle. In fact, using water as refrigerant involves working at 

temperatures above 0°C and negative system pressure; in addition, water/LiBr 

crystallization must be prevented. If the selected refrigerant is ammonia, depending on 

the chosen absorbent a rectifier may be necessary. Regarding the properties of the 

absorbent, it should be a fluid with a low vapor pressure to prevent its evaporation in the 

generator, thermally and chemically stable with a low freezing temperature and low 

viscosity to reduce the transport energy expenses and improve the mass and energy 

transfer. In addition, the refrigerant must present high solubility in the selected absorbent 

to minimize the operating and investment costs. In sum, it is well stated that the adequate 

selection of both the refrigerant and the absorbent are crucial for the suitable performance 

of the absorption refrigeration system [2, 5, 6, 9].  

Consequently, the research in this field is focused on finding more efficient and 

environmentally friendly absorption refrigeration compounds, searching for alternative 

refrigerant/absorbent pairs with improved properties [8, 10, 11]. Ionic liquids (ILs) are 

potential candidates to replace traditional absorbents, due to their high absorption 

capacity of common refrigerants, very low vapor pressure and good thermal stability [10, 

12-14]. The low volatility of ILs allows for a good refrigerant/absorbent separation in the 

generator, consequently advanced separation equipment is not necessary to achieve the 

separation of the pure refrigerant [15]. In this regard, Shiflett and Yokozeki patented the 

application of ILs as absorbents in absorption refrigeration systems [11]. They proposed 

using Freon, H2O, NH3 or CO2 as refrigerants and ILs, such as H2O/[emim][BF4] [16], 

NH3/[N11H(EtOH)][MeCOO], as absorbents (see Table S1 for IL nomenclature) [15]. 

These studies included the evaluation of the thermodynamic performance of the 
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absorption refrigeration cycles in terms of the solution circulation ratio (f ratio) and the 

coefficient of performance (COP) as common thermodynamic efficiency parameters of 

the cycle usually used. The results revealed that the selection of the IL had a significant 

influence on the performance of the system. Finally, they compared their results with a 

conventional system and found that the COP was slightly lower that the H2O/LiBr system, 

concluding than ILs may be good absorbents for refrigeration systems. Kim et al. [17] 

evaluated additional refrigerant/IL working pairs for absorption refrigeration cycles and 

heat pumps, proposing TFE/[bmim][Br] and TFE/[bmim][BF4] systems as adequate 

candidates. The analysis of these two systems related their good refrigeration cycle 

performance to the favorable intermolecular interactions between the refrigerant and 

absorbent IL. Lately, Wang et al. [18] considered the absorption cycles using TFE as 

refrigerant and [bmim][Br] as absorbent,  modeling a parallel double effect absorption 

cycle. Martin et al. [19] discussed the potential use of ILs with supercritical CO2, 

analyzing the thermodynamic behavior of the absorption refrigeration cycle in terms of 

COP value related to the phase equilibrium data of the system. However, due to the 

necessity to operate at a higher circulation ratio, the COP was lower than the conventional 

NH3/H2O system value. Zhang et al. [20] also simulated the thermodynamic performance 

of a heat pump using H2O/[emim][(Me)2PO4] and H2O/[mmim][(Me)2PO4] systems as 

working pairs, and compared the results with the H2O/LiBr system. The results indicated 

that the COP of H2O/[emim][(Me)2PO4] and H2O/[mmim][(Me)2PO4] systems were 

slightly lower than that of the H2O/LiBr system. 

The Rovira i Virgili University team led by Prof. Coronas researched the NH3/ILs 

refrigeration systems resulting in a doctoral thesis in where different ILs were evaluated 

(including [EtOHmim][BF4]) adjusting experimental measurements to the NRTL 

thermodynamic model and simulating the refrigeration cycle in Aspen Plus process 

simulation software to calculate the efficiency parameters [21]. Other authors followed 

similar methodologies to simulate absorption refrigeration or heat pump cycles with ILs 

using equation of state (EOS) or activity models such as NRTL [6, 22-30]. 

Boman et al. [31] made an extensive and remarkable study where they used a large 

amount of experimental data of several refrigerants with traditional absorbents and ILs to 

evaluate and discuss the thermodynamics and performance of the systems. Despite the 

above pioneer studies on the application of ILs to absorption refrigeration cycles, the 

number of investigated ILs as the potential absorbent is still scarce considering to the 

increasing number of cation-anion combinations commercially available. In this context, 
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the application of consistent theoretical methods for the prediction of the thermodynamic 

properties of refrigerant/IL absorbent systems is of great interest. First, fast and reliable 

calculations would allow performing systematic studies to evaluate both refrigerant and 

absorbent effects on the cycle performance as well as to compare the behavior of the 

refrigerant/IL absorbent pair with traditional systems. Second, predictive methods would 

provide a preliminary selection of adequate refrigerant/IL absorbent pairs to perform the 

required experimental studies, minimizing the time and economic costs. In this field, 

COSMO-based methods, such as COSMO-RS [32-34] and COSMO-SAC [35], have been 

well established as an affordable approach to predict the thermophysical properties of IL-

containing systems, on the basis of quantum chemical calculations. The COSMO-based 

methods are a priori methods that predict thermodynamic properties of fluid mixtures by 

solely using the molecular surface polarity distributions of the individual compounds. 

COSMO-RS methodology has been successfully used to study the absorption of various 

compounds in ILs such as NH3 [36, 37], CO2 [38, 39],  toluene [40], acetone [41], alkenes 

[42] and other volatile organic compounds [43].  In fact, several publications have shown 

the general suitability of the COSMO-RS method to predict the solubilities and Henry’s 

law constants of several gases in ILs [44-47]. An important feature is that the different 

intermolecular interactions (electrostatic forces, hydrogen bonding and van der Waals 

forces) between the mixture components can be quantified by COSMO-RS, contributing 

to the interpretation of gas solubility in ILs from a molecular point of view [36, 43, 48, 

49]. In particular, COSMO-based methods have been successfully applied to predict the 

absorption isotherms and other thermophysical properties of the mixture formed by NH3 

as refrigerant and ILs as absorbent [36, 37, 48]. In these works, a COSMO-RS analysis 

was successfully used as a guide for driving a rational selection of two task-specific ILs 

[EtOHmim][BF4] and [choline][NTf2] [37], which promote solute-solvent hydrogen bond 

interactions, correspondingly enhancing the gas solubility in the IL. Kurnia et al. [50] 

used COSMO-RS to perform a detailed thermodynamic study of water-IL systems, 

involving several ILs; as a result, they proposed [P4444]2[Ox] and others di-cationic ILs as 

absorbents showing strong interactions with water.  

On the other hand, nowadays, process simulation plays an important role in the 

development of new chemical processes. In fact, it has been demonstrated a valuable tool 

for understanding and evaluating absorption refrigeration systems based on conventional 

solvents [51-54]. However, the success of process simulation largely relies on the 

accessibility and accuracy of physicochemical, thermodynamic and kinetic information 
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for the chemicals involved. Additionally, process simulators could be helpful for selecting 

and/or designing ILs with optimized properties as refrigerant absorbents, taking into 

account not only thermodynamics, but also kinetic, technical and economic criteria [37, 

55, 56]. Commercial simulators have large databases; however, ILs are not 

conventionally included in the databases of the commercial process simulators [57]. This 

is a severe limitation and often hinders progress and effective exploration of 

unconventional strategies based on ILs [47]. 

Through the last years, our group has developed a multiscale computational tool, based 

on the integration of COSMO-based molecular methods and AspenONE professional 

process simulators, for developing new separation processes based on ILs [37, 55, 56, 58-

60]. This approach allows modeling individual units and entire processes at different 

operating conditions, providing thermodynamic behavior evaluations, kinetic mass 

transfer, control assessments, energy balances and economic estimations, which introduce 

new criteria for the best IL selection and allows comparing the performance to 

conventional technologies. Recently, a free access database (ILUAM01) of 100 common 

ILs to be used in AspenONE process simulators was published [61, 62].  In a previous 

work, COSMO-based process simulations using Aspen Plus were successfully applied to 

evaluate the performance of NH3 absorption refrigeration cycles with ILs at different 

operating conditions [37]. It was concluded that ILs with higher NH3 absorption capacity 

provide better cycle’s performances and allow working with wider NH3 concentration 

range in the refrigerant-absorbent solutions [37].  

In this paper, the developed multi-scale methodology is used to perform a systematic 

analysis of the potential applicability of ILs in absorption refrigeration cycles, involving 

an extensive set of refrigerant-absorbent pairs and establishing relationships between the 

thermodynamic properties and process performance as well as comparing the process 

behavior of different refrigerant-absorbent pairs. Firstly, COSMO-RS molecular 

simulations are performed to evaluate the absorption phenomena and the intermolecular 

interactions in refrigerant-absorbent systems. For this purpose, Henry’s constant is used 

as key thermodynamic parameter to assess the potential absorption of the refrigerant in 

the ILs [36, 37, 42, 48, 49], performing COSMO-RS screenings of this property for 

several refrigerants [water, ammonia, methanol, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE), 1,1,1,2-

tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134a), 1,1,1,2,2-pentafluoroethane (HFC-125), 1,3,3,3-

tetrafluoropropene (HFO-1234(ze))] over a wide number of IL (900). This study allows 

revealing the effect of the cation and the anion on the refrigerant gas solubility, providing 
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a preliminary selection of ILs with adequate phase behavior as absorbents for each 

refrigerant. In addition, COSMO-RS method is applied to analyze the refrigerant-

absorbent interactions that determine the gas solubility. The advantage of this 

methodology is that 7200 systems with 900 ionic liquids and 8 refrigerants have been 

studied, something utterly impossible without a predictive tool. This relevant information, 

together with the analysis of pure refrigerant properties, allows classifying the properties 

of the refrigeration cycle systems based on ILs from a thermodynamic perspective, 

proposing a rational selection of refrigerant-IL samples with favorable properties for 

further analysis. The second step is focused on modeling the absorption refrigeration 

cycles for the selected refrigerant-IL absorbent systems. The predictability of COSMO-

based/Aspen HYSYS approach was first validated by comparing theoretical and 

experimental thermodynamic data. In addition, the reliability of the current computational 

approach is validated by comparing the obtained cycle performance parameters to those 

previously reported in the literature. Then, the influence of the properties of the refrigerant 

and the IL on the cycle performance is systematically analyzed by evaluation of COP, f 

ratio, mass cooling capacity (MCC) and the total mass flow required in the process, which 

directly affects the cost. Finally, the effect of operating conditions (evaporator and 

generator temperature) on the thermodynamic cycle behavior is studied for the best 

refrigerant-IL pairs selection. Thus, an additional contribution of COSMO-based/Aspen 

HYSYS methodology is the possibility to select and define refrigerant/IL pairs with 

maximum efficiency in the cycle for different cooling temperatures. 

2. Computational details: 

2.1. Quantum chemical calculations 

The first stage in COSMO-RS calculations was to create the chemical structure of ILs 

and all the components that are not available in COSMOtherm [63] databases (HFC-134a, 

HFO-1234(ze), 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol). TURBOMOLE v7.02 (with TmoleX v4.2.1 

graphic interface) [64] software was used. Molecular structures of ILs were described by 

two different molecular models, ion-pair [CA] and independent ions [C+A]. Ion-pair 

model [CA] optimizes the cation and anion structure as a whole while independent ion 

model [C+A] optimizes the structure of the cation and the anion individually, where the 

IL is treated as an equimolar mixture of cation and anion. After that, quantum chemical 

calculations were carried out to generate a COSMO file. The standard method used in 
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COSMOtherm is B88-P86 [65, 66] (bp) functional and TZVP basis with RI 

approximation [67, 68] using COSMO solvation model. As a result of this quantum 

chemical calculations, a COSMO file was created containing energies, geometries and 

polarization charge of the σ-surface. 

2.2. COSMO-RS calculations 

The COSMO-RS method with BP_TZVP_C30_1201 parametrization was used in 

COSMOtherm software. In this work, COSMO-RS method was applied with two 

objectives. First, a COSMO-RS analysis was carried out to calculate molecular properties 

of the pure compounds as the σ-profile/σ-potential, and mixture properties such as 

Henry’s Law constant (KH) of refrigerant in ILs; additionally, COSMO-RS allowed to 

evaluate the different intermolecular interaction contributions to the excess enthalpy 

[hydrogen bond (HB), misfit (MF) and van der Waals (vdW)] in refrigerant/ILs equimolar 

mixtures. Based on our previous experience, [C+A] model can be efficiently used to 

screen Henry’s Law constants (and activity coefficients) of different solutes (refrigerants) 

in a wide number of cation-anion combinations (900 ILs as absorbent) since it allows 

minimizing the computation time. On the other hand, COSMO-RS information was used 

to create ILs pseudocomponents into Aspen Properties. Previous studies have shown that 

the [CA] model of IL describes more accurately the vapor-liquid and liquid-liquid 

equilibria of different solutes in ILs [38, 56, 69]. COSMOtherm was used to carry out the 

normal boiling point (NBP), density, σ-profile and COSMO-volume calculations (the last 

two to use the COSMOSAC model from Aspen Properties). The data exported to the 

simulator can be found in Table S2 of the supplementary material. 

2.3. Creating IL property package in the process simulator 

To implement ILs into ASPEN HYSYS v9.1 simulator, a property package was 

created in Aspen Properties v9.1. ILs were defined as pseudocomponents. NBP, density 

and molecular weight was the required information imported from COSMOtherm needed 

to create the pseudocomponent. COSMOSAC model was selected as thermodynamic 

model and gamma method was modified to use COSMOSAC-Mathias modification [70]. 

In our previous work [37], the liquid-vapor equilibria were adjusted to the experimental 

data by Henry component specification. In the present work, this approach was not 

performed because there is not enough available experimental information for the wide 

number of the refrigerant-IL systems included. Therefore, since the objective of this work 
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was to systematically analyze the thermodynamic behavior of absorption refrigeration 

systems using ILs, we have applied a COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS approach, which 

does not need from any experimental data to achieve the complete prediction of the 

mixing properties of the refrigerant-IL system. σ-profile was specified as pure component 

properties SGPRF1-5 and COSMO-volume as CSACVL component parameter. Property 

package was generated in Aspen Plus and exported to Aspen HYSYS. More information 

on this COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS computational approach was reported in the free 

access documentation of ILUAM01 database, recently published with information 

available for 100 common ILs [61, 62]. 

2.4. Validation of properties and COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS approach 

COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS predictability was evaluated by two procedures. First, 

the available vapor-liquid equilibria experimental data of pure refrigerant and 

refrigerant/IL mixtures were used for validating the current predictive methodology. 

Second, the refrigeration cycle efficiency parameters (COP and f) available in the 

bibliography for ILs with refrigerants were compared to the values calculated in this work 

at the same operating conditions. In all these cases, the relative deviation (mean absolute 

percentage error) was calculated as eq.1: 

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =  
100

𝑛
· ∑

|𝑥𝑖
𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐−𝑥𝑖

𝐸𝑥𝑝
|

𝑥
𝑖
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑖   (eq. 1) 

2.5. Process simulation 

The single-effect absorption refrigeration cycle modeled by Aspen HYSYS process 

simulator is depicted in Figure 1, containing the main units of a single absorption 

refrigeration cycle: (i)- condenser, (ii)- expansion valves, (iii)- evaporator, (iv)- absorber, 

(v)-pump, (vi)- generator and (vii)- heat exchanger to recover energy. The main 

specifications used in the simulation of the base case were the temperature at the generator 

(TG), absorber (TA), condenser (TC) and evaporator (TE): 100°C, 30°C, 40°C and 10°C, 

respectively. These values were chosen based on previous studies [16, 22, 37] and these 

temperatures were based on a refrigeration cycle that consumes low-quality heat (100°C) 

with a moderate cold source (10°C). Pressures at the condenser (PC) and the evaporator 

(PE) correspond to refrigerant saturated pressures at the fixed temperatures. A 

countercurrent type heat exchanger was modeled to recover the heat from the liquid 

stream at the generator outlet in order to preheat the input mixture stream to the generator 
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and to reduce the generator heat duty (QG). The heat exchanger effectiveness is the 

parameter selected to calculate the temperatures of the exchanger output streams (S2 and 

S4). The maximum possible heat transfer is represented as eq. 2. 

𝑄𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 𝑚3 · 𝐶𝑃 · (𝑇3 − 𝑇1) (eq. 2) 

The heat exchanged between the currents in each case is calculated as: 

𝑄 = 𝜀 · 𝑄𝑀𝐴𝑋 (eq. 3) 

Where  is the effectiveness of the heat exchanger, for which a conservative value of 

0.65 [5, 7, 26, 27] was selected in all cases. Streams S7 and S9 is refrigerant at saturated 

conditions, which implies vapor fraction equal to 0 and 1, respectively. The composition 

of the poor- (streams SMIX to S2) or rich- (streams S3 to S5) IL solutions (xA and xG, 

respectively) was a degree of freedom of the system. xA was specified for this study as 

saturated concentration of refrigerant in the IL at absorber conditions (to avoid the 

possibility of vapor refrigerant in the pump). Additionally, xA and xG were associated 

with the VLE condition at the generator. Lastly, pressure drops in the equipment are 

ignored, therefore: PC = PG and PE = PA. A screenshot of the simulation in Aspen HYSYS 

is attached to the supplementary material (Figure S3) 

2.6. Absorption thermodynamic and cycle efficiency parameters 

As a result of the COSMOtherm screening, Henry`s law constants of the different 

refrigerant in ILs with different cations and anions were represented on a contour map. 

Henry`s Law constant is a typical design parameter of absorption operations because it is 

related to the volatility of the solute and takes into account the solute-absorbent 

interactions. Henry’s law constant can be defined as the product of the activity coefficient 

of refrigerant in IL at infinite dilution by the vapor pressure of the pure refrigerant at the 

temperature of the system (eq. 2).  

𝑝𝑖 = [𝛾𝑖
∞ · 𝑃𝑣] · 𝑥𝑖 = 𝐾𝐻 · 𝑥𝑖 (eq. 4) 

Activity coefficients less than 1 indicate negative deviations from Raoult's Law that 

favor solute absorption due to attractive molecular interactions. It was intended to find 

those ILs that have low Henry’s law constant since the absorption will be favored. 

Within the absorption refrigeration process, thermodynamic efficiency parameters 

were deducted from the mass and energy balance of the refrigeration cycle. The overall 

energy balance of the cycle is:  

𝑄𝐺 + 𝑄𝐸 + 𝑊𝑝 = 𝑄𝐶 + 𝑄𝐴 (eq. 5) 
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Where QG, QE, QC and QA were the heat duties of the generator, evaporator, condenser 

and absorber, respectively and WP was pump power. The pump powers required as the 

product of the pressure difference between condenser and evaporator were calculated by 

the volumetric flow rate of the pump inlet stream. In all the calculations, the power of the 

pump was negligible with respect to the heat of the generator; therefore, the Coefficient 

of Performance (COP) was defined as: 

 

𝐶𝑂𝑃 =  
𝑄𝐸

𝑄𝐺
 (eq. 6) 

In the most unfavorable cases the differences between the COP taking into account the 

power of the pump is less than 1%. 

 

To evaluate the absorption operation, the Solution Circulation Ratio (f ratio) was used. 

It is defined as the mass-flow-ratio between the absorber solution (mS) and the pure 

refrigerant stream (mR). 

 𝑓 =
m𝑆

m𝑅
 (eq. 7) 

A useful parameter to compare different refrigerants is the mass cooling capacity:  

𝑀𝐶𝐶 =
𝑄𝐸

𝑚𝑅
 (eq. 8) 

As an alternative efficiency parameter to compare the use of chemicals and the 

theoretical equipment size for the different refrigerant/absorbent pairs, we defined the 

total mass flow pumped from the absorber to the generator, that can be derived from the 

previously defined parameters as: 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑 = 𝑚𝑆 =
𝑄𝐸

𝑀𝐶𝐶
· 𝑓 (eq. 9) 

3. Results and discussion: 

3.1. Molecular simulation analysis 

A desirable property in refrigerants is that they have a vapor pressure at the evaporator 

and condenser conditions as close as possible to atmospheric pressure. The difference in 

the volatilities of the proposed refrigerants is very significant (Table 1). There are 

refrigerants like water, methanol or trifluoroethanol that require high vacuum conditions 

in the cycle to operate. From a strictly technical point of view, this means that special 

equipment designs will be required to operate with that pressure change with respect to 
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atmospheric pressure, which leads to higher costs. Refrigerants used and proposed in 

compression cycles such as ammonia, HFC-125 or HFC-134a and HFO-1234(ze) reverse 

this problem and work at higher pressures than atmospheric in all parts of the cycle. 

Finally, pentane has been selected from hydrocarbons as a refrigerant, taking into account 

their operating pressures which are relatively close to atmospheric pressure, which 

implies non-excessively high vacuum pressures. 

One relevant property in the selection of refrigerants is the enthalpy of vaporization, 

as it directly affects the mass cooling capacity term and, therefore, the flow requirement 

in the refrigeration system. Analyzing Table 1, it is evident that the vaporization enthalpy 

strongly depends on the nature of the refrigerant and its molecular weight. In general, as 

the molecular weight of refrigerant decreases, the vaporization enthalpy (mass basis) 

increases. Among the common refrigerants considered, water has the highest enthalpy of 

vaporization since it establishes intermolecular hydrogen bonds and, also, due to its low 

molar weight. Ammonia and methanol are also refrigerants characterized by their high 

enthalpy of vaporization.  

In order to analyze the refrigerant compounds as part of a fluid mixture, the polarized 

charge density histogram (σ-profile) generated by COSMO-RS is an interesting tool, 

since it illustrates the polarity of the compound and allows anticipating the behavior of 

the compound in a liquid mixture environment. The COSMO-RS method also provides 

the σ-potential of the compounds, which describes the interaction energy with other 

compounds with a charge density [pX(σ)] with polarity σ. Figure 2 presents the σ-profile 

and σ-potential provided by COSMO-RS of representative examples of the refrigerants 

included in this work. 

Regarding the inorganic refrigerants, it can be observed that water presents polarized 

charge peaks in the high positive polarity region (above the cut off σH‑Bond > 0.0085 e/Å2) 

and, also, negative polarity region (below the cut off σH‑Bond < -0.0085 e/Å2); i.e., water 

presents strongly acceptor and donor hydrogen bond (HB) groups. Consequently, its -

potential indicates that water would promote exothermic mixtures with compounds 

presenting functional groups with polarized charge in the acceptor and donor HB polar 

regions. In sum, water is described by COSMO-RS as an amphoteric compound that 

interacts attractively with polar compounds presenting both HB donors and acceptor 

groups. Ammonia has a strongly basic behavior, presenting peaks in the -profile in the 

area of 0.02 <σ <0.03 and a σ-potential showing strong attractive interactions with acidic 

groups. Regarding the organic refrigerants, the alcohols are distinguished by having the 
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OH group with a strongly acidic hydrogen and a slightly basic oxygen. As can be seen in 

the σ-potentials, the strength of interactions with HB donor groups follows the order 

methanol> water > TFE; whereas interactions with HB acceptor compounds follows the 

order TFE > water > methanol, since the substitution of hydrogen by fluorine atoms 

strongly increases the acidic character of TFE. In contrast, the HC (as n-pentane), HFC 

(as HFC-125) and HFO (as HFO-1234(ze)) are mainly non-polar compounds with a 

distribution of charge around σ = 0 and repulsive interactions with either basic or acidic 

polar compounds. However, the high electronegativity of F atoms in HFCs causes a 

charge defect on the hydrogen atoms, giving the compound more polar character; this 

effect is more evident in HFC-125, the most F substituted HFC refrigerant among those 

studied. 

Consequently, COSMO-RS analysis indicates that each refrigerant will interact 

differently with the IL absorbent depending on its nature. This implies that the IL 

absorbent should be specifically designed for each refrigerant to promote favorable 

intermolecular interactions and to increase the absorption capacity. The advantage of ILs 

is that there are a large number of cations and anions with remarkably different structure 

and, consequently, chemical nature. Figure 3 presents a representative selection of 5 

cations and 5 anions to observe the significant differences in their σ-profile and σ-

potential. 

Thereby, the σ-profile reveals slightly polar cations like [P2224]
+ or very polar like 

[EtOHmim]+ whose OH presents an amphoteric character. Consequently, the -potential 

shows that [P2224]
+ presents strong repulsions with polar acidic and basic groups; whereas 

[EtOHmim]+ presents strong attraction with HB acceptor groups. Regarding anions, 

[NTf2]
- is described as a low polar specie with weak attractive interactions with HB donor 

groups; in contrast, [MeCOO]- anion presents a peak in the strong HB acceptor zone of 

the -profile and, as a consequence, remarkably strong attractive interaction with HB 

donor compounds (see its -potential in Figure 3). Other anions, as [MeSO4]
- or [BF4]

-, 

present intermediate behaviors. COSMO-RS analysis reveal, therefore, that ILs present a 

remarkably versatility as absorbents since the cation and the anion can be selected to 

selectively absorb each specific refrigerant. 

To select and design optimized ILs for a specific solute absorption, COSMO-RS 

method has been widely applied for predicting the Henry’s Law constants (KH) of the 

solute in the IL, as thermodynamic parameter of reference for gas solubility [36, 38, 40, 
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42, 43]. Therefore, COSMO-RS was here applied to calculate the Henry’s law constant 

and activity coefficients at infinite dilution of studied refrigerants in the 900 ILs at 298 

K. Figure 4 presents the COSMO-RS screening of Henry’s law constants of 4 

representative refrigerants in 900 ILs using [C+A] model to perform COSMO-RS 

calculations (Figure S1 in Supplementary Material collects the corresponding COSMO-

RS screening for the rest of refrigerants). 

In the case of water (like methanol and TFE), the KH values are clearly governed by 

anion effects, increasing the refrigerant solubility with ILs that promote HB interactions 

between the basic groups of the anion (such as acetate, phosphate or chloride) and the 

acidic OH group of the refrigerant. Regarding the cation, a low influence in the KH values 

is observed, obtaining that less polar cations mean weaker cation-anion interaction and, 

consequently, stronger refrigerant-anion interactions are allowed. The strong basic 

character of ammonia makes it strongly interact with acidic protic cations, such as 

[EtOHmim]+ or [choline]+. The anion also plays an important role for ammonia 

refrigerant, being the more favorable cases those anions with low polarity such as [NTf2]
- 

since it avoids that the HB interaction of cation-anion competes with the refrigerant-

cation HB interaction. In fact, anions with strong HB acceptor groups, such as [MeCOO]- 

generate ILs with low ammonia gas solubility. It should be remarked that the higher 

Henry’s Law constants in ammonia than in water are also related to the higher intrinsic 

volatility of ammonia (higher vapor pressure in Table 1) attending to KH definition in eq. 

2. Regarding HFCs, the KH screening of HFC-134a refrigerants reveals a general lower 

gas solubility in ILs than water and ammonia, where both anion and cation affect the KH 

values, increasing the absorption with ILs formed by anions presenting HB acceptor 

character, due to the slightly acidic character of this refrigerant. Cations with acid groups 

decrease solubility since they promote competitive cation-anion HB interactions. In 

contrast, pentane is a totally non-polar compound. Consequently, the refrigerant-IL 

interactions are not favorable and the calculated KH values are higher than in previous 

refrigerants, even when pentane presents a relatively low vapor pressure (see Table 1 and 

Figure 4). For this refrigerant, the cation plays a major role in gas solubility behavior: ILs 

formed by non-polar aprotic cations with long alkyl chain presents lower KH.  

In previous studies, COSMO-RS method has also been used to analyze the interactions 

and solubilities of different gases in ILs in terms of excess enthalpy of solute-solvent 

mixtures [36, 38, 40, 41, 43]. Figure 5 depicts the excess enthalpy and free energy of 

equimolar refrigerant-IL mixtures selected by the high refrigerant solubility in IL. The 
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excess enthalpy is described in terms of the different intermolecular interactions 

[electrostatic (MF), hydrogen bond (HB) and van der Waals (vdW)] contributing to the 

calculated values. As can be seen in Figure 5, mixing phenomena generally present an 

exothermic enthalpy, with the exception of pentane. Clearly, TFE presents an 

extraordinary thermodynamically-favored mixing behavior with ILs, due to favorable HB 

and electrostatic interaction between solute and solvent respect to pure compounds, 

whereas ammonia, HFC-134a, water, HFC-125, methanol and HFO-1234(ze) present 

intermediate excess enthalpy values between TFE and pentane. From a qualitative point 

of view, HB interactions are dominant in TFE, ammonia and water, whereas HFC-125, 

HFC-134a and HFO-1234(ze) present higher contribution of electrostatic (MF) than HB 

interactions to excess enthalpy. Van der Waals interactions seem to play a minor role in 

refrigerant-IL mixing behavior. Finally, pentane gives unfavorable interactions with most 

of the ILs, mainly due to the electrostatic repulsions between the non-polar aliphatic 

solute and the IL solvent. ILs with better properties as absorbent of pentane are less polar 

and present long alkyl chains such as attached to phosphonium or ammonium cations 

paired with anions [FEP] or [NTf2]. 

Attending to the results obtained in the above COSMO-RS analysis, a set of ILs were 

selected as adequate absorbents for each refrigerant, due to their higher absorption 

capacities (Table 2) to be tested in the simulation of the absorption refrigeration process. 

As a summary of the thermodynamic properties of selected systems, Table 3 presents 

Henry’s Law constant of each refrigerant-IL pair with the most favorable gas solubility 

(lowest KH), described by  the terms of eq. 4: activity coefficient at infinite dilution of 

refrigerant in IL () and the vapor pressure of refrigerant at absorber temperature (283K) 

calculated by COSMO-RS. As can be seen in this table, the systems using water, methanol 

and TFE as refrigerant present the lowest KH, i.e., the higher gas solubility, as a 

consequence of both low volatility of refrigerant (low PVAP values) and favorable 

refrigerant-IL intermolecular interactions (low ). The opposite behavior is found when 

n-pentane is used as refrigerant, observing a low absorption capacity due to an 

intermediate volatility but unfavorable refrigerant-absorbent intermolecular interactions. 

Other cases present an intermediate behavior, such as HFC-125 and ammonia, where the 

high vapor pressure of the refrigerant is compensated by the high chemical affinity 

between the refrigerant and absorbent (low ); or the cases of HFO-1234(ze) and HFC-

134a with intermediate vapor pressure and activity coefficient values.  
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3.2. Process simulation of absorption refrigeration cycles 

Firstly, the results of the COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS approach were compared to 

experimental data available for refrigerants and ILs. As can be seen in Table 4, the vapor 

pressures of the refrigerants are well described since they are conventional compounds in 

the Aspen Properties databases. Pure properties that will be of importance in the 

simulation of the absorption refrigeration process are refrigerant vapor pressure and ILs 

properties such as density (ρ) and heat capacity (CP). Other properties such as viscosity 

or vapor pressure of the IL (whenever negligible at operating temperatures) present minor 

effects on this type of thermodynamic calculations. In our recent study [62] COSMO-

based/Aspen methodology -used in this work- was extensively validated against 

experimental data. The estimation of IL density as a function of temperature was obtained 

with an error lower than 3% due to the high accuracy of the COSMO-RS method in the 

estimation of density [71]. Regarding the heat capacity, it was verified that the presented 

methodology provides a reasonable estimation (no experimental data is added) with an 

average error of less than 15% that decreases with increasing temperature. To confirm 

this idea, the available experimental data of the ILs implemented in the process simulator 

for this work were compared with those calculated. Table 5 shows the results of this 

validation detailed by temperatures (25-100ºC) and IL. In general, the mean deviation 

(MAPE) is less than 10% and a correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.98 is obtained. 

To validate the COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS methodology for the prediction of 

solubility values of the different refrigerants in ILs, extensive experimental and calculated 

equilibrium vapor pressures have been compared at fixed refrigerant composition, using 

the experimental data available in ILthermo database for a wide number of ILs and 

refrigerants at different temperatures [72]. Table 6 collects the statistical results of 

experimental vs calculated VLE data (slope and square correlation of linear regression 

and MAPE values) for each specific refrigerant, together with the number of data points 

(> 2500) and different ILs (>50) included in the analysis. No experimental data on 

pentane/IL mixtures have been found, so a similar compound such as butane (same 

chemical nature, same interactions and similar number of atoms) has been selected to 

verify the description of the COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS methodology. As illustrative 

cases, Figure 6 presents experimental vs calculated VLE values for H2O-IL and methanol-

IL systems (the results for other refrigerant are available in Figure S2 of Supplementary 

Material). As can be seen in those figures, reasonable predictions of absorption 
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equilibrium values are obtained for the case of highly soluble compounds in IL, like water 

and alcohols (see Table 6: slope close to 1 and R2 >0,97; MAPE <20 % and absolute 

deviation of equilibrium pressure < 5 kPa).  In the case of fluorocarbons and 

hydrocarbons, experimental and calculated VLE data also present reasonable linear 

relationship (see Table 5: slope close to 1 and R2 >0,95) with the exception of HFO-

1234(ze)), where the prediction error is larger (MAPE >30 % and absolute deviation of 

equilibrium pressure >100 kPa), generally ascribable to the overestimation of the low gas 

solubility of non-polar solutes in ILs by the ion-pair molecular model (CA) used to 

describe the ILs in the COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS approach. Ammonia-IL systems 

present a worse description of VLE data by this computational approach, which may be 

related to the dispersion of experimental data, generally centered on high hygroscopic 

ILs, which –depending of the preliminary purification stage- may present different water 

content, affecting ammonia absorption capacity. In summary, the COSMO-based/Aspen 

HYSYS methodology has been revealed to be a suitable computational approach to 

predict VLE data from refrigerant/IL systems, at least with the required accuracy for the 

initial stages of the conceptual design of chemical processes and for the purpose to 

distinguish the role of the cation and anion in the selection of appropriate absorbent for 

refrigerants of different chemical nature as in other previous works published by our 

group [37, 40, 55, 56, 58-60, 69].  

To further validate the proposed COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS methodology, the 

absorption refrigeration systems were modeled using the ILs and operating conditions 

reported in the bibliography. Then, the COP and f efficiency parameters of absorption 

refrigeration cycles for 22 refrigerant-IL systems were estimated and compared in Figure 

7 to those values available in previous studies [6] (data collected in Table S3 of 

Supplementary Material). It is important to mention that most of the available COP and f 

values from the literature are not directly obtained from experimental results, but they are 

also results of thermodynamic calculations or simulations. As can be seen in Figure 7, the 

COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS approach provides COP values very close to those 

reported for a wide number of refrigerant-IL systems. The quality of the estimate of f ratio 

values is also reasonable, with the exception of mixtures with ammonia, since the 

methodology overestimates the solubility of this compound in the ILs (Figure S2 of 

Supplementary Material). In sum, current results indicated that the COSMO-based/Aspen 

HYSYS methodology provides predictions with the accuracy required for the conceptual 

design of chemical process and with good qualitative results, making this computational 
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approach suitable to compare the performance of different refrigerant-IL systems in 

absorption refrigeration cycles, which is the objective of this work. 

Once the methodology was validated, the absorption refrigeration cycle was modeled 

using the same operating conditions in all cases, corresponding to the base case: TA: 30°C; 

TG=100°C; TC=40°C; TE=10°C for a wide set of ILs that include those studied previously 

in bibliography and those selected as favorable using COSMO-RS analysis (Table 2) by 

their high absorption capacity values. The COP results of the systems are compared to 

the solubility of the refrigerant in the IL at the operating conditions of the absorber in 

Figure 8. Since ILs generally have a high molecular weight, the mass solubility of low 

molecular weight refrigerants (water, methanol and ammonia) can be considerably lower 

than the molar solubility due to the difference in molecular weights, for this reason high 

IL-solute mass ratios may be required [60]. As can be seen in this figure, COP energy 

efficiency parameter is successfully related to the absorption capacity of the refrigerant-

absorbent pair, observing higher cycle yields when increasing the mass solubility of the 

refrigerant in the IL, since it means lower mass flows of refrigerant and IL and, therefore, 

lower heats requirements in the generator to separate the mixture. It can also be observed 

how a maximum COP value is reached for each refrigerant. This maximum COP is a 

function of the nature of the refrigerant and its properties such as heat capacity and 

vaporization enthalpy. The refrigerant with the highest maximum COP is water, with a 

value near 0.8 in the H2O-[mmim][Cl] mixture. In addition, TFE and ammonia present 

maximum COP higher than 0.6. In contrast, refrigerant-IL systems based on 

fluorocarbons HFO-1234(ze), HFC-134a and HFC-125) show significantly lower 

maximum COP, near to 0.4. These two different performances may be related to the 

vaporization enthalpy of the refrigerants: higher vaporization enthalpy causes lower 

refrigerant mass flows required in the evaporator to obtain the same cooling power in the 

evaporator. Therefore, the flow of refrigerant/IL in the generator is higher and 

consequently, requires more energy input to separate them. Finally, hydrocarbons such 

as pentane have a very low maximum COP due to the combination of two effects: a 

relatively low vaporization enthalpy (although higher than the fluorocarbons) and a low 

mass solubility of aliphatic compounds in the IL. The low solubility causes very high 

flow rates of absorbent required which increases energy costs (Figure 8). 

To further examine the idea of COP dependence with the refrigerant properties, Figure 

9 compares the calculated COP to the Mass Cooling Capacity (MCC) of refrigerants. It 

is observed that maximum values of COP generally increase with the mass cooling 
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capacity of the refrigerant except for NH3 and pentane. In the case of the hydrocarbon, 

this is due to the low solubility of the compound in the ILs. In the case of NH3 it is quite 

possible that the description of solubility with the methodology is of lower quality than 

in the rest of compounds (as can be seen in Table 6). It is also clearly visible how the 

proper selection of the absorbent significantly affects the performance of the cycle. ILs 

with higher solubilities are the most energy-efficient systems. 

In addition to COP, f ratio is generally proposed as a reference parameter for the 

selection of a refrigerant-absorbent pair. It is necessary to remind that the f ratio simply 

indicates the amount of absorbent required per mass unit of refrigerant (eq. 7), but it is 

not a reference to the absolute flow rate, and hence to the mass and energy requirements 

associated with the pumping of that flow rate. Figure 10 compares the total mass flow of 

refrigerant/absorbent mixtures in the pump feed (streams S1 and S2 of Figure 1) to the f 

ratio calculated for the different systems studied. A linear relationship is observed 

between the f values and the flow of refrigerant/IL comparing various refrigerants, 

decreasing the f ratio when increasing the absorption capacity of IL for each specific 

refrigerant (this effect can be confirmed by observing eq. 7). On the other hand, the slope 

of this linear relationship is determined by the nature of the refrigerant, decreasing in the 

order water < methanol  ammonia < TFE < pentane < HFC-134a  HFO-1234(ze) < 

HFC-125, since greater MCC minimizes the required flow in the cycle as we evidenced 

above. According to Figure 10, it can be concluded that f ratio is not an adequate 

efficiency parameter to evaluate the refrigeration cycle performance when different 

refrigerants are compared. For this reason, to compare systems, we consider more useful 

to evaluate the total mass flow (refrigerant+IL) that circulate in the absorber-pump-

generator area as defined in the eq. 9. The required refrigerant flow in the cycle is a 

function of the power of the evaporator (QE) and the properties of the selected refrigerant 

(MCC). Figure 11 shows how the flow rate in the pumping stage for all systems varies 

according to the refrigerant MCC. It shows that the flow rates required at this stage vary 

significantly between the different ILs because lower solubilities will imply higher IL 

flow rates and higher recirculation flow rates at the generator outlet. On the other hand, 

when comparing refrigerants, it is exposed that higher cooling capacities require lower 

flow rates. The systems formed by each refrigerant with its best absorbent have the lowest 

flow rates but this minimum flow rate decreases as the MCC of the refrigerant increases. 

As a summary, Figure 12 presents the total mass flow of refrigerant and absorbent per 

evaporator power and the estimated COP values for the best refrigerant-IL pairs (Table 
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2) and the systems traditionally used like the H2O/LiBr and the NH3/H2O (the data have 

been taken from the references [16] and [22] respectively).  It is concluded that, at the 

operating condition of refrigeration cycle base case, water (compound with the highest 

enthalpy of vaporization in Table 2) is the refrigerant that provides best results, since: i) 

it requires the lowest flow of refrigerant/IL and, therefore, the energy consumed in the 

pumping, the size of the installation and the amount and IL consumption is the minimal; 

ii) the COP of the water-IL system is the highest among the systems selected, which 

means that the energy costs to carry out the separation of the compounds in the generator 

is minimal; and iii) presents a relatively low f ratio, indicating the favorable absorbent 

used due to the high capacity of selected ILs to absorb water. Regarding other cases, 

methanol, TFE and ammonia constitute a group of high-performance refrigerants based 

on the results of Figure 12. Methanol provides similar cycle performance than water but 

its lower enthalpy of vaporization leads to lower yields. Ammonia has a relatively high 

vaporization enthalpy similar to methanol. The results of the systems using ammonia as 

a refrigerant indicate lower performance than methanol systems because of the lower 

solubility of the refrigerant in the IL. TFE has good mixing properties due to the strong 

interactions with ILs; however, it has a substantially lower vaporization enthalpy. HFCs 

are compounds that have a lower enthalpy of vaporization and, consequently, the required 

flow rates in the absorber are higher. Furthermore, these refrigerants have lower COP 

values, so it can be concluded that these compounds are not appropriate to be used in 

absorption refrigeration cycles under these conditions, although they may be of interest 

in hybrid compression-absorption systems [6]. Finally, currents results indicate that 

hydrocarbons are not suitable to be used as refrigerants in refrigeration cycles absorption, 

obtaining clearly unfavorable cycle efficiency parameters, due to the relatively low mass 

cooling capacity and the very low solubility in ILs. When we compare the results of the 

ILs-based systems with traditional refrigerant/absorbent mixtures, we found that the 

H2O/LiBr and H2O/[mmim][Cl] result in very similar COP, as when comparing the 

NH3/H2O system with NH3/[EtOHmim][BF4]. However, since the mass solubility is 

lower in the case of IL absorbents (the IL molecular weights are higher than traditional 

absorbers such as LiBr, H2O or LiNO3), systems based on ionic liquids require greater 

mass flow (f ratios are higher), However, it must be reminded that the main advantage of 

ILs in this process is to avoid the technical problems associated with traditional 

absorbents such as crystallization, loss of absorbent or the requirement of a rectifier. 
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Next, the influence of the operating conditions in absorption refrigeration cycles is 

evaluated for the optimized refrigerant-IL pairs selected in Table 2. The variables to be 

studied are the generator temperature, since it is important to know the efficiency and the 

capacities when using heat sources of different temperatures and qualities, and the 

evaporator temperature, which is the temperature of the desired refrigeration application. 

Generator temperature: The behavior of the variables of the refrigeration cycle has 

been studied by modifying the temperatures of the heat source. We have chosen generator 

temperatures between 60°C and 150°C since these are typical temperatures of residual 

heats in the process, as hot waters or low quality vapors. All the other variables of the 

absorption refrigeration cycle remain constant with the same specifications as in the base 

case analysis. Regarding the COP (Figure 13), an initial increase of the COP can be 

observed for all the refrigerants with the increase of the temperature of the generator, to 

later stabilize and decrease slightly. Except for pentane, the other systems have maximum 

COP around 70-90ºC, while in the case of pentane it is around 100ºC. 

Figure 14A shows that increasing the temperature decreases the f ratio, since higher 

temperatures favor the separation between compounds and minimize the amount of 

required refrigerant/IL. For the same reason, if the refrigerant-IL mass flow pumped is 

compared (Figure 14B), a decrease in the mass flow pumped is observed as the generator 

temperature increases. For some mixtures as water and methanol, temperatures around 

80ºC involve working at maximum COPs and low mass flow; for others, such as the TFE 

or ammonia, the refrigerant/absorbent mass flow trends reach the minimum at around 

105ºC. A different behavior is observed in the mixtures with the HFC and HFO, where -

due to their lower enthalpy of vaporization- the mass flows are always higher than in the 

cases presented previously; in addition, the generator temperatures that make the 

minimum refrigerant/IL mass flow required are quite different from the temperatures at 

which the COP is maximum. 

Evaporator temperature: The study of the evaporator temperature is fundamental 

because it is the cooling application temperature of the system. Cooling temperatures 

between -20°C and 15°C have been chosen to cover the operations ranges such as freezing 

and food preservation, refrigeration and conditioning of environments and the obtaining 

of refrigerated water, among others. All other variables remain constant as in the base 

case analysis. The effect of the evaporator temperature on the energy requirements is 

depicted in Figure 15A, observing that calculated COP value decreases with lower 

evaporator temperature. It should be remembered that a diminution of the evaporator 
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temperature implies decreasing the evaporator and absorber pressure (Figure 15B) which 

results in a lower absorption capacity of the refrigerant in the IL. The lower solubility of 

the refrigerant at lower evaporator temperatures implied the necessity of increasing the 

flow of IL to absorb the same amount of refrigerant, resulting in higher flows of 

refrigerant/IL fed to the generator and an increase of the energy duties.  

Figure 16 presents the calculated f ratio (A) and the total refrigerant/IL mass flow 

pumped (B) with respect to the variation of the evaporator temperature. When the cooling 

temperature decreases, the mass flow needed in the system increases exponentially. 

Comparing refrigerants, the pentane undergoes a very significant variation of f ratio and 

total mass flow pumped due to its limited absorption in the IL. The opposite behavior is 

observed for refrigerants with high molar weight such as TFE and HFO-1234(ze). 

It should be reminded that water-based systems cannot operate at temperatures below 

0 °C because of the triple point. Water is precisely the refrigerant with the lowest total 

flows required between 5°C and 15°C and it presents the highest COP. Therefore, it is 

particularly interesting to compare the systems below 0°C. In such temperature range, 

methanol (due to its high refrigerating capacity, as mentioned above) requires lower flows 

compared to other refrigerants. TFE requires lower mass flow than methanol at 

temperatures below -5°C, mainly due to the decreasing pressures in the evaporator that 

appreciably decreases the absorption capacity of methanol in the IL. These results indicate 

that, at temperatures below -10 °C, TFE has better performance (higher COP and lower 

mass flows required) than methanol as refrigerant. For temperatures below -10ºC, COP 

are relatively low. Refrigerants that have better performance (both COP and low mass 

flow) at these low temperatures are HFO-1234(ze) and HFC-125. 

In view of these results, it can be argued that, for refrigeration applications using IL as 

absorbents, the refrigerants should be selected depending on the desired refrigeration 

temperatures. For evaporator temperatures higher than 0 °C, the optimum refrigerant is 

water, since it requires the lowest flow rates in the system and promotes the highest 

energy yields. For temperatures between -5 and 5 °C, methanol is a coolant with good 

performance that can compete with TFE. For lower temperatures, the use of TFE gives 

higher yields due to its higher solubility at lower operating pressures; however, the 

operating pressures are quite low which implies higher capital costs with better airtight 

insulation to prevent air ingress. Ammonia has operating pressures above atmospheric 

pressure and COP and yields slightly lower than TFE, which may be a technical 
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alternative for absorption refrigeration cycles based on ILs. Finally, the HFC and HFO 

compounds are competitive at lower temperatures. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The successful integration of molecular (COSMO-RS) and process (AspenONE) 

simulations tools has allowed performing a systematic thermodynamic analysis of a wide 

sample of commercial refrigerant/IL liquid systems and evaluating the performance in 

absorption refrigeration cycles. By applying this a priori methodology, it has been 

possible to study the efficiency of refrigeration cycles with a large variety of 7200 system 

formed by 900 ILs and 8 refrigerants at 60 different operating conditions, which would 

be otherwise unviable due to the lack of experimental data. An extensive validation of the 

COSMO-based/Aspen HYSYS approach has been carried out comparing the predictions 

of relevant properties of pure compounds and mixtures to the available experimental data, 

obtaining accuracy at the level required in the conceptual design of chemical processes 

and with the correct qualitative description of IL effects on refrigerant absorption extent. 

In addition, calculated cycle efficiency parameters were compared to those previously 

reported in the bibliography for several refrigerant-IL systems, demonstrating an 

adequate level of accuracy for the conceptual design of industrial processes. 

Molecular simulations illustrate that refrigerant/IL phase behavior is determined by 

the intrinsic volatility of the refrigerant and the chemical nature of both refrigerant and 

absorbent. Therefore, the selection of an adequate IL absorbent for each refrigerant was 

successfully conducted to enhance the absorption capacity by promoting favorable solute-

solvent intermolecular interactions. As a result, a sample of refrigerant-IL systems was 

proposed as potential good candidates for absorption refrigeration cycles, which cover a 

wide range of mass cooling capacities, mixing properties and gas solubilities.  

Process simulations of the absorption refrigeration system using several refrigerant-IL 

pairs (more than 230 refrigerant/IL pairs studied selected in this work as a result of the 

COSMO-RS analysis or proposed previously in the bibliography at 60 different 

operating conditions) demonstrated that the selection of the refrigerants is key to reaching 

high refrigeration capacities with low costs associated to pumping, equipment size and 

operating cost among others. In addition, the selection of the adequate IL to promote high 

absorption capacity for each refrigerant has a drastic impact on cycle performance. It was 

found that higher cycle energy efficiency (described in terms of COP parameter) is 
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determined by both higher mass cooling capacity of refrigerant and higher absorption 

capacity of the selected IL. The amount of IL needed (described in terms of total mass 

flow pumped per evaporator power) was also decreased when increasing the gas solubility 

of refrigerant in IL and the refrigerant mass cooling capacity. Remarkably, the analysis 

of operating condition effects on cycle performance revealed that the variation of the 

evaporator temperature represents a meaningful change in the refrigerant absorption 

capacity of the IL. In fact, this means that optimum refrigerant-absorbent pairs should be 

selected depending on the cooling temperature. Water has been shown to have excellent 

thermodynamic characteristics to be used as refrigerant in absorption refrigeration cycles 

based on ILs, because of its high enthalpy of vaporization as well as its affinity for ILs. 

Since their applicability is limited to temperatures above 0°C, methanol and ammonia 

have proved to be good refrigerants for cooling temperatures between -5°C and 5°C, 

whereas TFE based systems have better properties at lower temperatures. Hydrocarbon 

and fluorocarbon refrigerants demonstrated to present less favorable properties to be used 

in absorption refrigeration cycles, mainly due to their low mass cooling capacity which 

results in a decrease in energy yield and high flow rates of refrigerant/IL compared to the 

others systems unless working at very low application temperatures, which means 

relatively low yields. The group of alkanes (n-pentane) has the lowest yields of all 

systems, which is ascribable to the unfavorable intermolecular interactions with the ILs 

because of their low polarity. 
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